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Abstrat
Energeti primary osmi rays entering the Earth's atmosphere generate ux of
seondary partiles inluding neutrinos. Muon neutrinos passed through the Earth
and produed muons via the harged urrent reation (CC) an be registered by
experimental setups intended for the measurements with olliding beams. Due to
large geometrial size and advaned muon deteting system suh detetors as ATLAS
and CMS on LHC have hane to ontribute also into the neutrino physis. The
estimation of possible rates of up-going muons produed by neutrinos is given.
The ATLAS [1℄ and the CMS [2℄ detetors are the general purpose detetors on the
Large Hadron Collider. They are intended to study partile interation at high energies.
But the universality and 4pi geometry of these detetors provide possibility to measure the
ux of the atmospheri muon neutrinos via the registration of up-going muons, produed
in the harged urrent neutrino interations in surrounding rok, by the muon system of
the detetors.
The event rate of up-going muons an be expressed as:
dN
dt
=
∫
wint
d4Φ
dEνdSdΩdt
dEνdSdΩ, (1)
where wint is the probability of neutrino CC interation in duial volume of the detetor.
The duial volume (see Fig. 1) of the detetor an be haraterized by the aperture
Ω0(Eν) and the radius R(Eν). In the simplest ase the aperture an be assumed to be
independent on the neutrino energy and equal to 2pi (lower hemisphere). The radius
R(Eν) an be dened as the maximal distane whih an be passed by produed muon to
be deteted:
R(Eν) = r(Eµ)− r(Emin), (2)
where r is average muon range and Emin is the threshold of muon registration. The muon
energy loss may be expressed as
− dE/dX = a+ bEµ, (3)
1
where a is the ionization loss and b is the energy loss by the radiative proesses. So the
average muon range is:
r(Eµ) =
1
b
ln(1 +
bEµ
a
) (4)
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Figure 1: Use of the detetors like ATLAS and CMS as neutrino telesopes.
The probability of muon prodution within the duial volume is:
wint = σnNR(Eν), (5)
where σ is the CC ross setion and nN is the onentration of nuleons.
Figure 2: The measured ux of
the atmospheri νµ [3℄.
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Figure 3: Spetral sensitivity of ATLAS detetor.
The ux of the muon neutrinos in the energy above 10 GeV (see [3℄ and Fig. 2)an be
parameterized by the expression:
dΦ
dEνdSdΩdt
= 0.1×E−3ν GeV
−3cm−2sr−1s−1. (6)
2
The averaged CC ross setion for µmu and ν¯µ per nuleon is:
σ =
σνµ + σνµ¯
2
= 0.5× 10−38 × Eν [GeV ] cm
2 [4]. (7)
For numerial estimation one an assume that the density of surrounding rok is
2.65 g × cm−3, the onentration of the nuleons nN to be about 1.6 × 10
24 cm−3, a =
6.5 × 10−3 GeV/cm , b = 10−5 cm−1 and Eµ ≈ Eν . One also assumes that the eetive
square Seff of the detetoris 10
7 cm2 and the threshold of muon registration Emin=10
GeV. Suh parameters look like to be realisti for ATLAS detetor. So, for 100% eieny
of trigger and muon trak reonstrution the event rate of up-goung muons produed by
neutrinos is:
dN
dt
= 400
∫
10GeV
1
E2ν
(ln(1− 0.0015Eν)− 0.015)dEν = 2.5 day
−1. (8)
The energy distribution of atmospheri neutrinos whih an be deteted by ATLAS
via CC reation is shown in Fig 3. The duial volume for Eν = 100 GeV is 7× 10
6 m3.
The event rate for CMS detetor is less due to smaller geometrial size of the detetor
but also about 1 event per day. The estimated rates of neutrino events about 1 event per
day are omparable with the event rate in the AMANDA2 experiment [5℄ (≈ 2 day−1)
and in the Super-Kamiokande experiment (≈ 1.5 day−1) [6℄. Therefore ATLAS and
CMS detetors an be suessfully used for suh tasks of neutrino physis like study of
atmospheri neutrinos osillation and registration neutrinos from astrophysial soures.
Unquestionable advantage of the detetors like ATLAS and CMS is the possibility to
distinguish between events indued by neutrino and antineutrino. So the dierential
uxes of νµ and ν¯µ an be measured independently.
The main shortoming of LHC detetors for neutrino physis is that they are plaes
at low depth under the ground level. 300 m of water equivalent is not enough to protet
the detetor against the muons oming from upper hemisphere and sattered bak. (This
value should be ompared with 1-2 km for AMANDA, 1.3-2.3 km for IeCube [7℄ and
2.7 km for Super-Kamiokande.) But one an hope that ontributions from bakground
muons from upper hemisphere and from the muons indued by neutrino interations have
dierent energy and angular distributions and an be separated statistially in oine
analysis.
The preision of measurement of neutrino diretion is limited by the unertainty of the
angle between neutrino and muon going diretions whih is about 3.50 for Eµ = 100 GeV
while the upper limit of unertainty related with the multiple sattering in rok is 20.
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